




WASHINGTON, D.C.

mandarin oriental, washington d.c.
the first day of the

rest of your lives.



Your day should 
be seamless. 

a perfectly curated event with 
every detail in place 

SEAMLESS
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Experience a luxury setting 
with unique spaces, 

world-class cuisine, an impeccable tradition 
of service, and an experienced team bringing polish 

and sophistication to your perfect day

EXPERIENCE
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Your day should be lively. 
all the people you love the most, celebrating 

your marriage and your future 

LIVELY
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DISTINCTIVE
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Your day should be 
distinctive.

a one-of-a-kind experience that reflects 
your style, your taste, your vision







DETAILS
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the day that unequivocally

belongs to you

THE DAY
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THE GARDEN TERRACE 

Unique to Madarin Oriental, Washington D.C. is our expansive Garden courtyard, a 

picturesque location for a wedding ceremony of up to 300 guests or a cocktail reception for 

up to 500 guests. This 4,000 - square-foot outdoor space overlooks the Washington Marina, 

Tidal Basin and Jefferson Memorial – and offers a memorable setting to begin an evening and 

a marriage. Whether you are arranging a wedding ceremony, lively cocktail party or a game 

of croquet the day before the big event. Our event lawn is a chic outdoor venue, perfect for 

enjoying the beauty of the Nation’s capital. 

SPACES
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SPACES
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THE ORIENTAL BALLROOM

An elegant, intimate space, the Oriental Ballroom is perfect for hosting a once in a lifetime 

evening. Decorated in neutral tones and chic textiles, this 5,333-square-foot wing is 

complemented by a foyer for enjoying pre-function cocktails and the adjacent Hillwood 

Room, perfect for a lounge area.The Oriental Ballroom can accommodate up to 250 guests for 

a wedding with a dance floor and up to 600 for a reception. For smaller weddings the ballroom 

can be divided into smaller sections to beautifully accommodate the event in an appropriately 

scaled space.



THE GRAND BALLROOM

The 8,300-square-foot Grand Ballroom offers a distinctive and breathtaking environment 

with beautiful chandeliers and silver leaf coffers, and affords the versatility of being divided 

into smaller spaces, allowing a seamless transition from wedding ceremony to cocktail 

reception. The Grand Ballroom can seat up to 450 guests for a wedding with a dance floor, 

and accommodate 900 guests for a cocktail reception. 

SPACES
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SPACES
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 THE GALLERY

The Gallery offers an exclusive, unique venue for weddings of 80 or fewer, rehearsal dinners, 

hospitality and late night after parties. With striking views of the Washington Marina, Tidal 

Basin, and a large flagstone patio overlooking the Jefferson Memorial, the Gallery features 

private restrooms and a wall of windows.



THE SPA AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL

An oasis of holistic therapy for the body, mind and spirit, our spa features eight treatment 

rooms and the Heat and Water Experience including vitality pools, experience showers, steam 

room and sauna. Throughout the carefully designed space, warm neutral colours convey a feel-

ing of earth and sun to promote serenity and relaxation. Scented by aromatherapy candles, the 

reception area exudes a Zen-like ambience enhanced by a burnished bronze ceiling, oak floors 

and light sycamore walls.

Personalize your spa experience from the moment you begin your wedding planning at Man-

darin Oriental. From customized skincare programs and private yoga classes, to bachelorette 

parties and couples packages. The Spa at Madarin Oriental is the perfect place to prepare for  

and enjoy your big day.

SPACES
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WITH GRATITUDE

Caroline Tran, Freed Photography, Hamilton Photography, James Christianson Photography, 

K. Thompson Photography, Love Life Images, Michelle Lindsay Photography, Readyluck
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